Outline of English for the deaf in TUT

<Intensive Reading > is one of the series of books (College English), which are used for the students studying in the universities of China. National Education ministry set up a College English Test System for the college students. So this set of book is also used for the deaf students in TUT.

The deaf students learn English for two years of Grade one and two. They will learn two or three books. In Book One 1,600 words should be grasped and trained in basic reading and writing. This book contains 10 units. Each unit has six part of Text, New Words, Notes, Study & Practice, Reading Activity and Guided Writing. Students are trained mainly in reading ability. Texts are selected from original English materials including all kinds of patterns. When text is taught, mainly students study some of words and expressions used daily. All the new words and expressions are in explained both in English and Chinese. There are some background materials about text in each unit. It is convenient for students to preview.

This book includes the following exercises: Comprehension of the Text, Vocabulary, Word Building, Structure, Cloze, Translation etc.

Every two or three other unit there is a revision Exercises or
Testing Yourself used for revising or consolidating.

Book 2 and 3 have more vocabulary than Book 1. Texts are longer than the ones in Book 1. They are more difficult.
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